
Bits & Pieces Challenge

Tips

 

Entries will be juried, and you’ll be able to see your jury comments.
The jury will be looking for good interpretation of the theme, creative
or innovative use of the bits and pieces, interesting or quirky pieces,
fun designs – all the things we all love about working with metal clay!

Winners will be featured online in our Bits and Pieces Gallery. We
can't wait to see yours there!

 

You may combine two elements into one thing, like a color and a stone. 
If a number of elements is stated – for instance, three CZ’s – then ONLY
use that many!
Everything doesn’t have to be on the front of the piece but remember to
show us a picture of the back if you use bits and pieces there.
The fifth element can be used either as a texture or actually made as part
of the piece.
You’re free to add ear wires, chain, cord, brooch fittings, jump rings or
other findings to complete a piece.
You will find not just physical things to use but also some design elements
to include.
Questions? Just ask them in the Facebook AMCAW Members Group!

 

Rain!

ThemeFive Bits and Pieces

November, 2020

Hollow form
Something embeddable
Something oval 
A touch of gold: paste, keumboo or
any other coloring medium
For texture or used in the design:
string or twine

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Post pictures of your piece in
progress (we just love seeing what
you're making!)
Post a good quality image of the end
product when you’re done so we can
all see how you’ve used the bits and
pieces and interpreted the theme. 

 
Post pictures in the AMCAW Members
Group:

 

The rules are easy!

 Use any kind or type of metal clay.
 You must use all five bits and pieces.

1.
2.

Post Your Pictures


